Sliding & Swing Auto-Operated Doors:
Securing Your Property & Protecting Your Health
At Warrior Doors, we have been successfully designing out security threats for
over 20 years.
Now in the age of COVID-19 we are able to offer secure solutions to safeguard
your customers from the threat of the Coronavirus as they enter your store.
Our Auto-operated Warrior Sliding and Swing Doors provide a secure and
contactless entrance solution for customers, allowing them to avoid the
possibility of picking up viruses and germs through direct contact.

Contactless Security
Our contactless entrances provide customers entering your store with the start
of their luxury buying experience.
Managed solely by you and your team, Warrior Doors' auto-operated Sliding and
Swing doors allow you total control, while your customers simply focus on
shopping.
Our secure doors can be controlled by a button behind the counter, allowing the
operator total control over the number of people in a store at one time, enabling
them to safely maintain social distance amongst customers.

Built to Last, Built to Impress
The Warrior Sliding Door is built with a durable and long-lasting stainless-steel
frame, and fit with custom made specialist security glazing – maximizing your
store’s security without compromising on light or aesthetics.
At Warrior Doors we design all of our security products not only to mitigate
threats to your business, but also to blend in with the style of your store. We are
able to offer options of polished stainless-steel or any available RAL colour
powder coating to make your door and store really stand out.

Keep it Clean
With frequent access in and out of a building its unavoidable that someone will
end up touching your Warrior Doors frame or door – inadvertently spreading
germs or viruses.
Our powder coated doors and frames can be easily steam cleaned, and those
which have polished stainless-steel finishes can be easily be wiped down as
well without causing any damage or loss of integrity or security to your Warrior
Doors product.

Additionally, there is the option for members of staff with the responsibility of
operating the door to have an individual fob. The individual fobs mean that
multiple people do not have to touch or press a shared button potentially
safeguarding against the spread of germs or viruses.

Did You Know...
That auto-operated Warrior Sliding and Swing Doors can be installed as a pair
making up an interlocking door solution, providing your customers and staff with
an extra layer of security, guarding against the threat of tailgating.
The Warrior Sliding Door is the highest certified sliding security door on the
market, tested and certified by LPCB at BRE up to LPS 1175 SR3.
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